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Abstract—A mathematical model of heat, water and solub
gas exchange in the airways and alveoli was used to predic
location of soluble gas exchange in the lung. A previou
published model of heat, water and soluble gas exchange in
airwayswas improved by incorporating anatomical data on
airway wall to better describe the bronchial circulation a
expanding the model to include a time varying description
soluble gas concentration in the alveoli. Next, the model w
validated using two experimental data sets from the literatu
~1! ethanol expirograms and~2! the uptake of seven solubl
gases. Then, the model simulated the excretion of ten sol
gases whose blood:air partition coefficient (lb:a), a measure of
blood solubility, ranged over 5 orders of magnitude. We fou
that gases withlb:a,10 exchange almost solely in the alveo
and gases withlb:a.100 exchange almost exclusively in th
airways. Gases withlb:a between 10 and 100 have significa
interaction with the airways and alveoli. These results sugg
that the airways play a larger role in pulmonary gas excha
than previously assumed and may require a reevaluation
pulmonary tests that involve exhaled samples of gases
lb:a.10. © 2003 Biomedical Engineering Society.
@DOI: 10.1114/1.1630600#

Keywords—Mathematical model, Bronchial circulation, Ine
gas.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past five decades, the major focus of pulm
nary gas exchange research has rightly been on gas
change in the alveoli. From the simple gas exchan
model developed by Farhi10 that described the lungs a
one large alveolar unit to the more complex multip
inert gas elimination technique proposed by Wag
et al.46 that helped to quantify gas exchange heteroge
ity among alveolar units, the models of alveolar g
exchange were developed and refined because the g
most important to life, O2 and CO2, exchange there
From this multitude of studies, respiratory physiologis
learned that alveolar gas exchange is dependent on
tilation, pulmonary perfusion, and the blood:air partitio
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coefficient,lb:a . Of these three parameters, the blood:
partition coefficient,lb:a , is arguably the most importan
because it determines that low blood-soluble ga
(lb:a,10) must exchange in the alveoli.

Over the past thirty years, some pulmonary physio
gists have also been investigating another avenue of
monary gas exchange—the airways. However, the ga
that exchange in the airways are not respiratory gases
solvent gases that are very water soluble and have a
blood solubility (lb:a.1000). In this laboratory, a math
ematical model describing the exchange of water, h
and a soluble gas in the upper airways was develope42

and fitted with experimental temperature profiles42 and
ethanol data.13 Using this model, our laboratory has de
termined that gas exchange in the airways is similar
alveolar gas exchange in that gas exchange in both
gions are highly dependent on ventilation andlb:a .
However, unlike alveolar gas exchange, diffusion of g
through the airway tissue and bronchial blood flow a
also important factors determining airway gas exchan

While the exchange mechanisms for gases at each
of the blood solubility spectrum have been closely e
amined, the location and the exchange mechanisms
gases residing between these two extremes (10,lb:a

,1000) has not been quantified. In this study, we to
our previously published model of heat, water, a
soluble gas exchange in theairways and improved the
description of the bronchial circulation by incorporatin
anatomical data on the bronchial circulation and airw
wall. Then, the model was expanded to include a ti
varying description of soluble gas concentration in t
alveoli and to allow soluble gas to enter the lungs fro
either or both the inspired air or/and circulating bloo
To provide accurate predictions of pulmonary gas e
change, the mathematical model was validated using
sets of experimental data. The first validation used
haled ethanol profiles measured by Georgeet al.13 The
model was matched to these data by adjusting bronc

blood flow, Q̇br . The second validation used data fro
a short 10 min washin of seven soluble gases w
blood:air partition coefficient ranging from 90 t
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1403Gas Exchange in the Airways and Alveoli
12 000.29 Matching the model with the end-expired an
mixed-expired data from that experiment was also
complished by adjustingQ̇br . Then, the validated pul
monary ~airway and alveolar! model of gas exchang
was used to predict the exchange of ten soluble ga
(0.09,lb:a,2709) and thereby address the prima
question of this study. How does the blood:air partiti
coefficient affect the location of soluble gas exchange
the lung?

It was hypothesized that the location and extent
soluble gas exchange in the lungs was highly depend
on the blood:air partition coefficient. Gases with a lo
blood:air partition coefficient exchange completely in t
alveoli while high blood-soluble gases exchange co
pletely in the airways. Intermediate blood-soluble ga
exchange partially with the airways and the alveoli.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The original mathematical model described the sim
taneous exchange of heat, water, and a soluble gas
the airways. The initial detailed model derivation a
validation with airway temperature profiles was pu
lished by Tsuet al.42 Validation with exhaled ethano
profiles and further model modifications were publish
by Georgeet al.13 The current model, described her
now includes the bronchial circulation, pulmonary circ
lation and a time-dependent alveolar compartment. Al
these modifications are presented here with a brief
scription of the airway wall parameters~including bron-
chial circulation! and model equations~Appendix!.

Axial Structure. The lung model has a symmetrical
bifurcating structure through eighteen Weibel gene
tions. The dimensions~lengths and diameters! for the
upper respiratory tract~nasal and oral! are taken from
Hanna and Scherer.16 The lower respiratory tract dimen
sions are taken from Weibel.47 Because the dimension
of Weibel’s model were determined at a volume of thre
fourths total lung capacity~4800 ml!, these dimensions
were scaled. For model simulations involving tid
breathing, the airway lengths and diameters were sc
by a factor ~2650/4800!1/3 to represent a functional re
sidual capacity~FRC! of 2650 ml.21 When the model
simulated a single exhalation maneuver, an exhala
from TLC to RV, the lung was not scaled~i.e., airway
dimensions5 3

4 TLC!. The airway dimensions for tida
breathing or a single exhalation maneuver were scale
account for the size of the subject. Since the vital cap
ity of the Weibel lung model is;5000 ml, the dimen-
sions were scaled by a factor~VC/5000!1/3 where VC is
vital capacity. Axially, the model is divided into 48
control volumes ~discussed in the following section!
s

t

h

-

from the mouth to the 18th generation. The alveoli a
respiratory bronchioles are lumped into a single alveo
unit ~i.e., 481st control volume!.

Previous versions of this model13,42 only allowed
soluble gas to enter the lung from the bronchial a
pulmonary circulations and assumed the alveolar air
always be fully saturated with water and soluble gas
body temperature (37 °C). These two restrictions w
relaxed in this model version. First, the current mod
allows soluble gas to enter the lung from the inspired
from the circulating blood or from both the air an
blood. Second, the mole fraction of soluble gas in t
alveolar air is allowed to vary with time as described
a mass balance on the alveolar compartment~see Appen-
dix for a brief description!. This time-dependent alveola
compartment will not affect the exchange of high bloo
soluble gases such as ethanol (lb:a51756) but this com-
partment will be important when simulating the e
change of gases withlb:a,100. Pulmonary blood flow,
Q̇p , is assumed to be 100 ml s21 which approximately
matches the ventilation rate for the studies modeled h
The pulmonary blood volume,Vp , is assumed to be 100
ml resulting in a pulmonary capillary residence time of
s.2 The alveolar volume,VA , at FRC was assumed to b
2650 ml which is characteristic of a FRC of a healt
young man.21

Since the mole fraction of soluble gas in the alveo
compartment can vary with time, the mole fraction
soluble gas in the pulmonary artery is not necessa
equal to the mole fraction of soluble gas in the bronch
artery. In the current model, the soluble gas mole fr
tion in the bronchial artery,Xa , is assumed to be equa
to the soluble gas mole fraction leaving the pulmona
circulation. This assumption will not affect the exchan
of high blood-soluble gases such as ethanol but it will
necessary when simulating the exchange of gases
lb:a,100.

Radial Structure: General.In earlier models,13,42 the ra-
dial structure of the airway control volume consisted
four compartments:~1! the airway lumen;~2! a thin layer
of mucus;~3! a nonperfused tissue layer that represe
the respiratory epithelium, basement membrane, and
connective tissue before reaching~4! the capillary bed of
the bronchial circulation. This capillary bed was cons
ered to be an infinite source or sink for heat and
soluble gas; that is, the temperature and mole fraction
the soluble gas in the bronchial circulation were co
stant. In a recent version of this model,6 the structure of
this capillary bed was modified to allow the temperatu
and soluble gas mole fraction to vary with time and ax
position. Thus, the effects of airway perfusion on airw
gas exchange could be studied.

In this current model~Fig. 1!, the airways are divided
into six radial compartments:~1! the airway lumen,~2! a
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FIGURE 1. Model control volume. The source of soluble gas for this diagram is the blood „pulmonary venous and bronchial
arterial …. Blood enters the bronchial bed compartment with mole fraction, Xa . Soluble gas is transported by secretion and
diffusion across a series of annular layers before entering the passing airstream. The ratio of gas solubility between layers is
specified by a partition coefficient, l. The shaded region in the airway lumen represents the boundary layer resistance
associated with the air–mucus interface. The thickness of the connective tissue compartment, ø t , and the thickness of the
adventitial layer, øad , represent recently measured parameters that characterize the newly incorporated bronchial circulation
and adventitial layers.
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thin mucous layer,~3! a connective tissue layer,~4! the
bronchial circulation,~5! the adventitial layer, and~6! the
pulmonary circulation. Within a control volume, the su
face area for exchange between radial layers,As , is
assumed to be constant and equal top d Dz whered is
the diameter of the airway lumen andDz is the axial
length of the control volume. The soluble gas mole fra
tion, water content, and temperature are assumed to
uniform within each radial layer. Gas transfer betwe
layers occurs by radial diffusion and secretion. Ax
diffusion of energy and mass between similar layers
adjacent control volumes is neglected except for mas
the airway lumen. A brief derivation of the energy an
mass balances for each layer is in the Appendix.

Airway Lumen. Within this layer, the air consists of
tertiary system of soluble gas, water and dry air. Ma
and energy are transported between control volumes
bulk convection and axial diffusion for mass as describ
by Twedt.44 The diffusivity of soluble gas through ai
was calculated using the Wilke–Lee modification of t
Hirschfelder–Bird–Spotz method.41 Between the air and
mucus, the heat transfer coefficient is described by
empirical correlation derived by Ingenito22 and the mass
transfer coefficient is calculated from the Chilton
Colburn analogy.7 Near the air–mucus interface, loc
vapor–liquid equilibrium is assumed. This equilibrium
described by Raoult’s law for water and the water:
e

partition coefficient,lw:a , for the soluble gas. The ex
change of O2 and CO2 is assumed to have a negligib
effect on the soluble gas mole fraction.

Mucus. The mucous layer surrounds the airway lum
and is treated as a binary mixture of water and dilu
soluble gas. Because the mucus is;95% water,31 the
physical properties of the mucus are assumed to be e
to those found in water. The mucous layer thickne
varies with local hydration and dehydration. A minimu
thickness~10 mm in the trachea! is maintained by secre
tions from the bronchial bed. A minimum thickness
maintained in each generation such that the volume
mucus across a generation is equal to the minimum v
ume in the trachea.

Connective Tissue.The tissue layer is treated as a b
nary mixture of dilute soluble gas and water~i.e., the
physical properties of tissue are assumed to be equiva
to water!. The diffusivity of soluble gas through th
connective tissue is assumed to be 33% of its diffusiv
in water.12 The diffusivity of soluble gas through wate
was calculated using the Wilke–Chang method.50 The
solubility of gas in tissue is described by two partitio
coefficients. For most gases, the blood:tissue partit
coefficient,lb:t , is assumed to equal one but for ethan
cyclopropane, halothane, ether, and acetone,lb:t is equal
to 1.18, 1.63, 1.27, 1.53, and 1.38, respectively.53 The
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1405Gas Exchange in the Airways and Alveoli
tissue:mucus partition coefficient,l t:m , is calculated by
relating the partition coefficient between radial layers
one another:44

l t:m~T!5
1

lb:t~T! S lb:a~T!

lm:a~T! D . ~1!

The mucus:air partition coefficient is assumed to
equal to the water:air partition coefficient (lm:a

5lw:a). To maintain a constant tissue volume, fluid
filtered from the bronchial bed to replace the fluid th
was lost maintaining a minimum mucous thickness. T
thickness of this layer for each airway generation w
determined from bronchial vessel measurements
sheep3 that were scaled to humans~see below in Model
Dimensions for Airway Wall!.

Bronchial Capillary Bed. In the earliest versions of thi
model,13,43 the bronchial bed was described as an infin
source for heat and mass implying airway gas excha
to be dominated by diffusion through the connective t
sue. However, more recent experimental39,40 and theoret-
ical investigations6,14 demonstrated that airway gas e
change depends strongly on the tissue diffusing capa
and perfusion of the airway wall. Thus, the curre
model reflects these dependencies through the deve
ment of a bronchial bed layer that uses new meas
ments of the bronchial circulation.3

The bronchial bed is modeled as an axial series
annular sheets of blood that surround the tissue la
The blood entering each control volume has a solu
gas mole fraction,Xa , and a temperature,Tb , equal to
body temperature (37 °C). Within each control volum
blood exchanges heat and mass with the tissue lay
fluid is filtered from the capillary bed to the connectiv
tissue layer exactly replacing the fluid lost from the t
sue by secretion, and the blood exits the bronchial
with a soluble gas mole fraction,Xc , and temperature
Tc . The blood is considered well mixed both axially an
radially. Each control volume contains an individual ve
sel that is characterized by three parameters.

The first parameter is the total blood flow rate to t
airways,Q̇br(ml s21), and is defined as the sum of all o
the control volume blood flow rates:

Q̇br5 (
n51

I

q̇br~z!, ~2!

where I is the total number of control volumes and
defined to be

I 5 (
n51

N

i ~n!2g(n), ~3!
-
-

.

,

where N is the total number of compartments in th
model, i (n) is the number of control volumes in com
partmentn, and g(n) is the airway generation numbe
Although total blood flow can be specified, local bloo
flow to a control volume at axial positionz is calculated
using the following relationship:

q̇br~z!5v t~z! q̄̇brF~z!. ~4!

The variablev t(z) is the volume of tissue (cm3) sur-
rounding the airway at axial positionz, q̄̇br is the mean
blood flow per unit volume of tissue, andF(z) is a
weighting factor given by Bernardet al.5 These param-
eters are defined by the following relationships:

F~z!50.1912.8 exp@25.1d~z!#, ~5!

q̄̇br5
Q̇br

Vt
, ~6!

Vt5 (
n51

I

v t~z!. ~7!

The second and third parameters are the bronc
capillary surface area and capillary volume, respective
These two parameters and the connective tissue th
ness,, t , were recently measured in sheep.3 These three
parameters provide a stronger quantification of bronch
capillary diffusing capacity and residence time than p
vious models of airway gas exchange.

Adventitial Tissue. The adventitial layer resides betwee
the bronchial bed and the pulmonary bed where the p
monary capillary conditions are assumed to exist. T
physical properties of this layer are assumed to
equivalent to water with the exception of solubility an
diffusivity ~see above in Connective Tissue!. The thick-
ness of this layer was calculated by subtracting the c
nective tissue thickness~see below in Model Dimension
for Airway Wall! from the lumen-alveolar tissue thick
ness. The lumen-alveolar tissue thickness was calcul
as the sum of the airway wall tissue thickness and
epithelial thickness~Table 1!. In the current model, this
layer is present for generations three and greater,
intraparenchymal airways. For airway generations th
through ten, cartilage resides in the adventitial tissue
is thought to impede the diffusion of soluble gas throu
this tissue.15 As a result, the molecular diffusivity o
soluble gas through this layer was assumed to be 10%
the molecular diffusivity through the connective tiss
~i.e., ;3% of the molecular diffusion coefficient o
soluble gas through water!.
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TABLE 1. Bronchial vasculature measurements and airway wall measurements from sheep and
humans used to estimate the airway wall and bronchial bed dimensions.

Analysis Best fit line Reference

Sheep measurements
Epithelial thickness y50.00148d10.0022 3

Connective tissue thickness y50.0012d10.004 3
Wall tissue thickness y50.0847d10.0056 3

A Capillary cross-sectional area y50.0118d10.003 3
A Wall area y50.554d 3

Human measurements
Epithelial thickness y50.0052d10.0016 11

A Wall area y50.306d10.014 30

All variable dimensions are in centimeters. The variable d is the airway diameter.
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Pulmonary Capillary Bed. The pulmonary bed layer is
assumed to be an infinite source or sink of heat a
mass. The temperature is assumed to be constant
body temperature of 37 °C. The mole fraction of solub
gas in this layer,Xpb , is assumed to be the average
the soluble gas mole fraction entering the pulmon
circulation,Xv , and bronchial circulation,Xa ~i.e., leav-
ing the pulmonary circulation!. For extremely blood-
soluble gases like ethanol,Xpb'Xv . For a soluble gas
very much less soluble than ethanol~e.g., ether!, Xa

,Xpb,Xv . In the current model, this layer is prese
for airway generations three and greater, namely,
intraparenchymal airways.

Boundary Conditions.Boundary conditions are applie
at the mouth and alveoli. During inspiration, the ambie
temperature and relative humidity of the inspired air a
set equal to 23 °C and 50%, respectively. The mole fr
tion of soluble gas in the inspirate can be set equa
zero to study the elimination of soluble gas from t
body or to a finite value to study the uptake of solub
gas from the ambient air. For all times, the alveolar air
assumed to be fully saturated with water and to hav
temperature equal to a mean body core temperatur
37 °C. The mole fraction of soluble gas in the alveo
compartment varies with time based on a mass bala
In the respiratory tract, local vapor–liquid equilibrium
assumed at the air–mucus interface. This equilibrium
described by Raoult’s law for water and by the mucus
partition coefficient,lm:a , for soluble gas. Between ra
dial layers, partition coefficients are used to define
solubility of gas in one layer relative to another.

Solution of Model Equations

Mass and energy balances around each control
ume produce twelve differential equations in time,t, and
space,z. The equations are solved simultaneously for
following twelve dependent variables: the mole fracti
a

f

.

-

of soluble gas in the air, mucous, connective tissue, br
chial bed, and adventitial tissue layers (Ya , Xm , Xt , Xc ,
Xad); the temperature of the air, mucous, connective
sue, bronchial bed, and adventitial tissue layers (Ta , Tm ,
Tt , Tc , Tad); the mole fraction of water in the air (Yw);
and the mucous thickness (,m). The twelve differential
equations are solved numerically on a Pentium IV co
puter runningDIGITAL VISUAL FORTRAN. The spatial di-
mensions are solved by upstream finite difference wh
the time derivatives are handled usingLSODE, an inte-
grating software package developed by Hindmarsh.18 The
mass balance around the alveolar compartment is i
grated separately from the airway control volumes us
LSODE. On inspiration, the mole fraction and temperatu
of gas leaving the last control volume in generation
become the input conditions for the alveolar compa
ment. On exhalation, the mole fraction and temperat
of gas leaving the alveolar compartment become the
put conditions for generation 18.

Simulating Steady-State Gas Exchange

Before the model simulates any tidal or prolong
breathing maneuvers, the model first must reach bre
to-breath steady-state conditions. In general, the temp
ture, water concentrations, and soluble gas concentrat
within the mathematical model were brought to stea
state by simulating 30 tidal breaths from FRC.43 A res-
piratory rate of 12 breaths/min, a sinusoidal flow wav
form, a tidal volume of 500 ml, and a vital capacity o
5000 ml were used. Additionally, the inspired air tem
perature and relative humidity was set at 23 °C and 50
respectively. Depending on the simulation, soluble g
enters the lung from either the inspired air or the p
monary circulation.

Model Dimensions for Airway Wall

A major improvement to the current airway gas e
change model is the use of anatomical measurement
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1407Gas Exchange in the Airways and Alveoli
the bronchial circulation and thickness of airway tissu
Four measurements, made in sheep,3 provide a means to
accurately describe the dependence of airway gas
change to diffusion through the airway tissue and per
sion of the airways via the bronchial circulation. Two
these measurements, the capillary perimeter~i.e., surface
area! and the connective tissue thickness, complet
specify the diffusing capacity of the bronchial circul
tion. The diffusion coefficient of heat and mass in tiss
and the tissue solubility of a soluble gas are reasona
well known. The third measurement, capillary volum
can be calculated from the capillary cross-sectional a
and provides a description of the perfusion depende
of airway gas exchange on the bronchial circulation. T
fourth measurement, the wall tissue thickness, is the
tance between the airway lumen and the alveo
adventitial boundary. Subtraction of the connective tiss
thickness from the wall tissue thickness provides a m
sure of the adventitial layer thickness.

The measurements of tissue thickness and capil
cross-sectional area were scaled to humans using
following method. Each sheep parameter was normali
by a second sheep tissue measurement. This second
surement had two characteristics:~1! a similar function-
ality with airway diameter as the first and~2! a corre-
sponding measurement in humans. For example,
connective tissue thickness was normalized by epithe
thickness in sheep~Table 1!, and the capillary cross
sectional area was normalized by the airway wall area
sheep ~Table 1!. To determine the connective tissu
thickness and capillary cross-sectional area in huma
the normalized measurements were multiplied by the e
thelial thickness in humans and the airway wall area
humans, respectively~Table 1!. The bronchial capillary
volume,vc , was calculated by multiplying the bronchia
capillary cross-sectional area by the thickness of the c
trol volume, Dz. The bronchial capillary perimeter~i.e.,
surface area! was also measured in sheep but was
scaled for humans as it was found to equal 58% of
airway lumen surface area for all airway generatio
The capillary area fraction is equal to half of the ratio
capillary-to-lumen surface area,Fc50.29, as half the
surface is available for exchange with the airway lum
and the other half with the pulmonary capillary.

Gas Flow From Airway Wall to Lumen

When a subject with soluble gas in their bloo
breathes fresh air, soluble gas will be absorbed from
-

-

e

a-

l

,

-

mucus during inspiration and desorbed back to the m
cus during expiration. During inspiration each airwa
generation will contribute a small quantity of soluble g
from the airway wall to the gas stream. The rever
occurs during expiration. Per airway generation or mo
compartment, the molar flow of soluble gas can be ma
ematically described by the following expressions f
inspiration, j insp, and expiration,j exp:

j insp~n!52g(n)(
x51

i FAs~x!S ky,a~x!

V̇insp~x!
D

3E
Vee

Vei
@Ya~x,v !2Ywall,a~x,v !#dvG , ~8!

j exp~n!52g(n)(
x51

i FAs~x!S ky,a~x!

V̇exp~x!
D

3E
Vei

Vee
@Ya~x,v !2Ywall,a~x,v !#dvG , ~9!

where g is the generation number,i is the number of
control volumes in the compartment,x is the control
volume number,ky,a is the local mass transfer coefficien
for the soluble gas,V̇insp is the volumetric flow rate of air
during inspiration,V̇exp is the volumetric flow rate of air
during expiration,Vee is the lung volume at end expira
tion, andVei is the lung volume at end inspiration. Th
differential volume,dv, is equal to the differential time
element,dt, multiplied by the volumetric flow rate,V̇.
Equations ~9! and ~10! confirm that the main driving
force for soluble gas transfer is the difference betwe
the soluble gas mole fraction in the airway lumen,Ya ,
and the mole fraction of soluble gas at the air–muc
interface,Ywall,a .

Determination of Gas Exchange Location

To determine where the majority of gas exchan
occurs ~i.e., airway versus alveolar!, an exchange ratio
~ER! can be defined as the ratio of airway gas excha
to total pulmonary gas exchange@Eq. ~10!#:
ER5
net airway gas transfer

net airway gas transfer1net alveolar gas transfer
. ~10!
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1408 ANDERSON et al.
As a measure of airway gas exchange, the net m
transfer of inert gas from the airway was calculated
the sum of the inert gas flow from the mucus to t
airway lumen on inspiration and the inert gas flow fro
the mucus to the airway lumen on expiration. For
measure of alveolar gas exchange, the net mass tra
of inert gas from the alveoli was calculated as the sum
the inert gas flow from the alveolar gas to the pulmon
blood on inspiration and the inert gas flow from th
alveolar gas to the pulmonary blood on expiration. To
pulmonary gas exchange is defined as the sum of air
net gas transfer and net transfer of inert gas from
alveoli.

MODEL VALIDATION

Ethanol Expirograms

Experimental Single Exhalation Maneuvers.The details
of the experimental protocol can be found elsewher13

The pertinent results are presented here. Six male vo
teers ingested enough alcohol to achieve a blood alco
concentration of approximately 0.09 gm% according
the Widmark formula.48 The mean age, weight, and vita
capacity for the single-exhalation maneuver were
610 yr, 78614 kg, 54006740 ml, respectively. Follow-
ing ingestion of the alcohol, the subjects waited appro
mately 1 h for absorption to take place. Each subje
performed two different breathing maneuvers, repea
five times each. Maneuver A consisted of a single in
lation to total lung capacity~TLC! followed by an exha-
lation at a slow constant flow rate to residual volum
~RV!. The second breathing maneuver, maneuver B,
identical to the first except that the exhalation was a
rapid constant flow rate. Ethanol concentration, exha
volume, and exhaled flow rate were measured dyna
cally throughout the prolonged exhalation. Quiet tid
breathing was done for three minutes between man
vers. The expired concentration of ethanol was norm
ized by the concentration of ethanol in the alveolar g
Then, each group of expirograms within a subject a
maneuver type was condensed into a single represe
tive exhalation maneuver by averaging the normaliz
alcohol concentration in the exhaled air at intervals
one-tenth the total exhaled volume.

Simulated Single Exhalation Maneuvers.Prior to simu-
lating a breathing maneuver, the airways were brough
steady-state conditions as outlined in theSimulating
Steady-State Gas Exchangeexcept the tidal volume wa
approximated to be 10% of the subject’s vital capacit17

and ethanol entered the lung via the pulmonary circu
tion. To simulate a single exhalation maneuver, the
s

r

-
l

-

-

spired volume, expired volume, and exhalation time m
be specified. The large inspired volume was appro
mated to be 65% of each subject’s vital capacity.17 The
experimentally measured expired volume for each ex
lation maneuver was used in the model. The exhalat
time for each maneuver and subject was calculated
dividing the smallest expired volume by the mean flo
rate for each group of maneuvers. The single exhala
maneuver was simulated at a lung volume equal to th
fourths TLC.

The bronchial blood flow,Q̇br , was used as an ad
justable parameter to optimize the fit of the model to t
experimental data for each subject and maneuver.
accuracy of the model prediction was evaluated using
method of least squares and summarized with a corr
tion coefficient (R2). The best-fitQ̇br was determined to
within 0.1 ml s21.

Short Duration Soluble Gas Washin

Experimental Washin.Detailed results of the experimen
tal protocol have been previously published;29 hence,
only the salient results will be presented here. The m
age, weight, height, and tidal volume for the four su
jects were 46.563.2 (SD) yr, 60.5613.5 kg, 167.0
68.8 cm, and 500630 ml, respectively. The mean res
piratory rate for inhalation of each soluble gas w
13.061.0 min21. After inhaling room air to stabilize en
dogenous substance in their exhaled air, subjects inh
test air containing one of ten organic soluble gases for
min and then switched to inhaling room air for 5 mi
Throughout the 15 min experiment, mixed exhaled
was collected for an entire minute using a Tedlar bag a
then analyzed. The bags were exchanged for ano
every minute. Breath-to-breath end-exhaled gas conc
trations were measured and averaged over each 2
period throughout the 15 min experiment. Both t
mixed exhaled and end-exhaled gas concentrations w
normalized by the inspired soluble gas concentrati
After 8 min of washin, the mixed-exhaled and en
exhaled concentrations of these soluble gases reach
steady-state plateau.

Simulated Steady-State Washin.Of the ten gases studie
by Kumagai et al.,29 the steady-state uptake of seve
were modeled. They are listed with their blood:air a
water:air partition coefficients in Table 2. Three solub
gases were not modeled in this investigation because
were metabolized within the airways and another g
caused throat irritation during exposure. The final 2 m
of mixed-exhaled,Emix , and end-exhaled,Eend, washin
data from Kumagai29 were modeled as if
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TABLE 2. Literature values for blood:air and water:air partition and temperature coefficients
„%Õ°C… of twelve soluble gases at 37 °C.

Solvent

Partition and Temperature Coefficient

lb:a ab:a lw:a aw:a

Ethane 0.088 25.0 0.036a 22.1a

Cyclopropane 0.36b 26.2b 0.23a 21.7a

Halothane 2.4b 23.7b 0.7b 25.0b

Ether 15.2c 23.8c 16c 24.1c

Methyl isobutyl ketone1 90d 25.0 79d 26.7d,e

Methyl propyl ketone1 150d 25.0 166d 25.7d,e

Acetone1 341f 25.5f 279f 25.5f

isoPropanol1 848g 25.0 1500g 23.2g,h

Ethanol 1756i 26.7i 2132i 26.4i

Methanol1 2709j 25.9j 3400j 22.9j

Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether1 7970k 25.0 7050k 25.0
Propylene glycol monomethyl ether1 12380k 25.0 12280k 25.0

All values not referenced were assumed.
1Soluble gas used in the Kumagai et al.29 study.
aWilhelm.49

bLowe.32

cEger.9
dSato and Nakajima.34

eYaws et al.52

fWagner.45

gKaneko et al.27

hYaws et al.51

iJones.24

jJones.26

kJohanson and Dynesius.23
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the data were in a steady state because the time cour
theEmix andEend data show these two measures reach
a plateau at approximately the eighth minute of exp
sure. Additionally, the venous concentration of inert g
was assumed to be zero because of the highlb:a of the
gases used in the experiment.28 Incorporating these two
assumptions into the current model, the temperature
concentrations within the mathematical model we
brought to steady state as outlined in theSimulating
Steady-state Gas Exchangeexcept a respiratory rate o
13 breaths per minute was used and a single soluble
entered the lung via the inspired air. The end-exha
and mixed-exhaled concentrations of soluble gas w
calculated from the 31st simulated breath. The bronc
blood flow, Q̇br , was used as an adjustable paramete
fit the model predictedEmix andEend to the experimenta
values. The accuracy of this fit was determined by c
culating the percent difference between the model p
dicted values and the experimental values for e
soluble gas. The optimal fit and associatedQ̇br was es-
tablished by minimizing the sum of the absolute perc
difference for Emix and the absolute percent differen
for Eend. The optimal blood flow was determined t
within 0.1 ml s21 .
of

s

PREDICTING LOCATION OF PULMONARY GAS
EXCHANGE

While investigations have shown experimentally a
mathematically that low blood-soluble gases (lb:a,10)
exchange largely in the alveoli and high blood-solub
gases (lb:a.1000) exchange in the airways, an expe
mental or theoretical study has not demonstrated h
intermediate blood-soluble gases (10,lb:a,1000) par-
tition their exchange between the airways and alve
Here, this newly expanded and validated model of p
monary gas exchange was used to predict the loca
and extent of low, intermediate, and high blood-solub
gas exchange in normal lungs during tidal breathing.

The model simulated the exchange of ten gases w
lb:a ranging between 0.088 and 2709~Table 2! from
lungs breathing tidally. Before simulating a tidal brea
the mathematical model was brought to steady state
outlined in theSimulating Steady-State Gas Exchang.
For each simulation, a single soluble gas entered the l
via the pulmonary circulation and bronchial blood flo
was set at 1 ml s21. To evaluate where each gas e
changed in the lung and to provide insight into t
mechanisms of their exchange, three model outputs w
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1410 ANDERSON et al.
examined for each soluble gas:~1! the ratio of the net
airway gas transfer to total pulmonary gas transfer@Eq.
~10!#; ~2! the axial distribution of soluble gas flux; an
~3! the exhaled expirograms.

RESULTS

Validation–Ethanol Expirograms. The best-fit model
predictions of the experimental ethanol expirogra
from a representative subject~subject No. 5! for the slow
exhalation and rapid exhalation maneuver are shown
Fig. 2. For this subject, the model required a bronch
blood flow of 1.3 and 0.7 ml s21 to accurately predict the
expirograms for maneuver A and B, respectively. F
each maneuver and subject, the best-fit values ofQ̇br and
R2 are summarized in Table 3. For all six subjects,

FIGURE 2. Experimental and model-predicted exhaled etha-
nol profiles for maneuver A and maneuver B for a represen-
tative subject „subject 5 …. Experimental data are designated
by solid circles „d… for maneuver A and open circles „s… for
maneuver B. Model-predicted profiles are shown using a
solid line for maneuver A and a dashed line for maneuver B.
The model fit to the data was optimized by adjusting the
bronchial blood flow rate, Q̇br .

TABLE 3. Bronchial blood flows „ml s À1
… corresponding to the

best-fit model predictions of the experimental exhaled ethanol
data collected by George et al. 13

Subject

Maneuver A Maneuver B

Q̇br R2 Q̇br R2

1 0.1 0.990 0.1 0.822
2 0.1 0.950 0.1 0.888
3 0.8 0.981 0.5 0.979
4 1.5 0.992 0.6 0.946
5 1.3 0.991 0.7 0.968
6 1.6 0.996 1.1 0.994

Mean 0.9§ 0.983 0.5 0.933
SD 0.7 0.017 0.4 0.066

§Statistical difference between maneuver A and maneuver B (p
,0.05).
meanQ̇br and R2 were 0.9 ml s21 and 0.983 for maneu-
ver A and 0.5 ml s21 and 0.933 for maneuver B. Be
tween maneuvers, the meanR2 was statistically similar
but the meanQ̇br was statistically different. When both
maneuvers were combined, the meanQ̇br and R2 were
0.7 ml s21 and 0.958.

The axial distribution of ethanol transport from th
airway wall to the lumen as predicted by the curre
model are shown in Fig. 3~a!. This transport of ethano
per generation during inspiration,j insp, and expiration,
j exp, are presented for maneuver A from subject 5.
positive value indicates absorption of ethanol from t
mucus to the airstream. A negative value denotes des
tion of ethanol from the airstream to the mucus. Ind
pendent of maneuver, the axial distribution of ethan
transport on inspiration shows a bimodal distributio
with a small peak in the trachea and larger peak at
12th generation. After the 12th generation,j insp for eth-
anol decreases until the alveolar region where it is nea
zero. Similar to the results of a previous study,6 almost
100% of ethanol exchange occurs completely within
airways.

In the current model, between 50% and 70% of t
ethanol absorbed from the mucous layer on inspiration
deposited back to the airways on exhalation. T
absorption–desorption phenomenon is similar to pred
tions made by previous airway gas e
change models6,13,43 and is the mechanism responsib
for the phase III slope of the ethanol expirogram~see
Discussion!.

The axial distribution of water and heat transport fro
the airway wall to the lumen are shown in Figs. 3~b! and
3~c!, respectively. Like the distribution of ethanol tran
port, the distribution of water and energy transport
bimodal with a large peak in the trachea and a sma
peak at the sixth generation. Heating and humidificat
of inspired air is nearly complete at generation 14 wh
almost no transport of water and energy between the w
and lumen occurs. Notice that the shape of the ax
distribution of heat transport is almost identical to t
distribution of water transport. These distributions a
similar because of the highly coupled nature of these t
quantities. In fact, 80% of the total energy transported
because of the latent heat effects of water.43

Validation–Uptake of Soluble Gas.The current model
was able to accurately predict the values ofEmix and
Eend as measured by Kumagaiet al.29 by adjusting the
bronchial blood flow rate. These results have been su
marized in Table 4. The blood flow for ethylene glyc
monobutyl ether was removed from the analysis as
was greater than two standard deviations from the me
On average for the gases, the model overpredictedEmix

by 11% but predictedEend to less than 0.1% accuracy
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1411Gas Exchange in the Airways and Alveoli
The model was unable to predict the exchange of
extreme blood-soluble gas ethylene glycol monobu
ether and had difficulty predictingEmix for the other
extreme blood-soluble gas propylene glycol monomet
ether.

Predicting Pulmonary Gas Exchange Location.Because
of the mathematical nature of our model, parameters
may be impossible to measure experimentally can

FIGURE 3. Axial distribution of ethanol „panel a …, water
„panel b …, and energy „panel c … transport from the airway
wall to lumen over one inspiration „black columns … and ex-
piration „gray columns … for maneuver A. Ethanol transport
„panel a … has a bimodal distribution with peaks in the tra-
chea and generations 10–12. The shape of the axial distribu-
tion of heat transport is very similar to the distribution of
water transport since 80% of the total energy transported
results from latent heat effects. 43
t

calculated. The ratio of airway gas exchange to to
pulmonary gas exchange can be calculated to determ
the location of soluble gas exchange within the lung@Eq.
~10!#. The ratio of airway gas exchange to total pulm
nary gas exchange as a function of the blood:air partit
coefficient has been plotted in Fig. 4. This figure de
onstrates where the majority of gas exchange takes p
for a range of blood-soluble gases. Soluble gases wi
blood:air partition coefficient less than ten (lb:a,10)
exchange almost solely with the alveoli whereas ga
with a blood:air partition coefficient greater than 10
(lb:a.100) exchange almost exclusively with the a
ways. Gases in between these two extremes (10,lb:a

,100) exchange partially with the airways and partia
with the alveoli.

FIGURE 4. Ratio of airway gas exchange to total pulmonary
gas exchange †Eq. „10…‡ is plotted vs. lb :a for ten soluble
gases as calculated from the airway–alveolar gas exchange
model during tidal breathing. Greater than 95% of ethane,
cyclopropane, and halothane gas exchange in the alveoli.
The exchange of ether is partitioned equally between the
airway and alveoli. Acetone and gases with a lb :a greater
than acetone exchange completely in the airways.

TABLE 4. Bronchial blood flows corresponding to the best-fit
model predictions of the steady-state uptake of seven soluble

gases. 29

Soluble gas Q̇br

% Difference
Emix

% Difference
Eend

Methyl isobutyl ketone 4.0 22.6 0.2
Methyl propyl ketone 1.1 211.5 0.1
Acetone 1.6 211.1 0.3
isoPropanol 2.2 210.5 20.1
Methanol 1.7 1.7 20.2
Ethylene glycol
monobutyl ether

*

Propylene glycol
monomethyl ether

3 234.5 0.0

Mean 2.3 211.4 0.0
SD 1.1 12.5 0.2

*Data point deleted from analysis as outlier (.2 SD from the
mean).
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1412 ANDERSON et al.
Another perspective on location and extent of g
exchange can be achieved by examining the axial dis
bution of gas transport from the airway lumen to muc
Model predictions of these gas fluxes during inspiratio
j insp, and expiration,j exp, are presented for cyclopro
pane, ether, and acetone in Figs. 5~A!, 5~B!, and 5~C!,
respectively. For cyclopropane, the flux distributio

FIGURE 5. Axial distribution of gas transport during inspira-
tion „black columns … and expiration „gray columns … for a
tidal breath of cyclopropane „panel A …, ether „panel B …, and
acetone „panel C …. Each flux has been normalized by the
total inspiratory soluble gas flux. As the blood solubility of
gas increases from cyclopropane to acetone, the distribution
shifts from a sharp concentrated peak in the alveolar region
for cyclopropane to a wider distribution that spreads
throughout the airways for acetone.
shows a large peak in the alveoli that is an order
magnitude larger than the next largest flux@Fig. 5~A!#.
Ether exchanges both in the airways and the alveoli~Fig.
4! and its flux profile illustrates this result. The large
flux of ether occurs in the alveoli; however, this flux
similar in size to the next largest flux occurring in ge
eration 18@Fig. 5~B!#. Ether has a greater spread in i
flux distribution than cyclopropane. The flux profile fo
acetone@Fig. 5~C!# shows a bimodal distribution simila
to that for ethanol~Fig. 3! with a small peak in the
trachea and a large peak at generation 15. Unlike cy
propane but similar to ether, all of the fluxes in th
acetone distribution are within the same order of mag
tude. However, the spread in the acetone flux distribut
is larger than that for ether. In general, the results fr
Fig. 5 show that as the blood:air partition coefficie
increases the flux profile shifts from being a concentra
spike in the alveoli to a more uniform distribution o
fluxes spread throughout the airways.

The model’s performance and its mechanisms of
exchange were qualitatively evaluated by examining
pirograms from tidal breathing. The expirograms of eig
gases have been grouped and plotted according to
location of exchange. Gases with (lb:a,15) exchange
mostly in the alveoli and are plotted in Fig. 6~a! while
gases with (lb:a.15) exchange mainly in airways an
are plotted in Fig. 6~b!. Each expirogram has three dis
tinct phases. These phases have been labeled on
cyclopropane expirogram@Fig. 6~a!#. Phase I represent
the delay in the rise of soluble gas concentration as
volume of dead space is emptied. Phase II is the tra
tion from dead space to exchange space, and phas
represents the emptying of the exchange space.

Three trends are predicted by the model as based
the soluble gas expirograms. First, phase I volume
mains at;20% of the exhaled volume for gases wi
lb:a,15. For gases withlb:a.15, the phase I volume
decreases to;10% for acetone (lb:a5341) and;5%
for methanol (lb:a52709) aslb:a increases. Second, th
model predicts that the phase III slope is slightly positi
for soluble gases withlb:a,15. For gases with 15
,lb:a,341, the phase III slope is more positive b
decreases in value aslb:a increases abovelb:a5341.
Third, the model predicts thatEend increases aslb:a

increases to 15 and thenEend decreases aslb:a increases
past 15.

DISCUSSION

Model Validation

The current model of heat, mass, and soluble
transport in the airways and alveoli was fit to two sets
data by usingQ̇br as the free parameter. The mod
accurately predicted 12 ethanol expirograms us
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1413Gas Exchange in the Airways and Alveoli
mean best-fit values ofQ̇br andR2, 0.7 ml s21 and 0.958.
The model was further optimized with a short durati
washin of seven soluble gases. The model predictedEmix

and Eend for six of the seven gases to within 11% an
0.1% of the experimental measurements and require
meanQ̇br of 2.3 ml s21.

Although different, theQ̇br required by the model to
optimally predict the two sets of experimental data co
pares favorably with measured values in the literature
the average cardiac output is assumed to be 6 l mi21

(100 ml s21), the mean bronchial blood flow for the eth
anol data and the uptake data as predicted by the cu
model is approximately 0.7% and 2.3% of cardiac o
put, respectively. TheQ̇br predicted by our current mode
is within the range reported in the literature, name
1%–3% of cardiac output1,8 or 0.25– 2 ml s21.4,8,33 Be-
cause of this variability in the measured value ofQ̇br ,
the bronchial blood flow rate was chosen as the adj
able parameter to fit the model predicted values to
experimental data as described above. Additionally,
using Q̇br as the adjustable parameter for fitting the e

FIGURE 6. Expirograms for tidal breaths of soluble gas that
exchange mainly in the alveoli „panel A … and airways „panel
B…. The curves in panel A show È30% dead space and end-
exhaled concentrations that increase with blood solubility.
Panel B curves show that both dead space and end-exhaled
concentration decrease with increasing blood solubility.
t

perimental data, the model implicitly demonstrated
experimental observation: airway gas exchange is dep
dent on airway perfusion.39

A best-fit Q̇br was found to fit the model prediction
to the ethanol expirograms for each subject and man

ver. The mean best-fitQ̇br across subjects for maneuve
A was found to be significantly different (p50.045) than

the mean best-fitQ̇br for maneuver B as determined by
two-tailed t test ~Table 3!. However within each subject

the difference inQ̇br between maneuvers was relative

small. To determine if this difference inQ̇br between
maneuvers resulted in decreased accuracy of predict
made by the current model, we calculated the aver

best-fit Q̇br for each subject. For example, the avera

best-fit Q̇br for subject 5 was 1.0 ml s21. Then, with the
current model, we simulated both exhalation maneuv
~A and B! for each subject using a single bronchial blo

flow, the subject’s average best-fitQ̇br . Using these con-
ditions, the current model predicted the exhalation p
files from subjects 3–6 with slightly less accuracy~as
measured byR2) than the best-fit predictions. The ave
age change inR2 from the best-fit predictions was 0.0
for subjects 3–6. For all six subjects, the meanR2 was
0.978 for maneuver A and 0.925 for maneuver B. W

concluded that the difference in the meanQ̇br between
maneuvers, although statistically significant, was re
tively insignificant in terms of the predictive ability o
the current model.

To predict the uptake of soluble gas, the model
quired an averageQ̇br of 2.1 ml s21 to accurately predict
Eend and Emix of the first five soluble gases up to an
including methanol. Using the optimalQ̇br , the model
predictedEend to within 0.1% andEmix to within 11%.
For all the fitting exercises, the model always predict
Eend more precisely thanEmix becauseEend was more
sensitive to changes inQ̇br . As a result, minimizing the
difference between the predicted and experimentalEend

was very important to fit the model. The model ha
difficulty predicting the experimental data of the e
tremely soluble gases: ethylene glycol monobutyl et
~EGME! and propylene glycol monomethyl ethe
~PGME!. From examining the data of Kumagai, it
possible that these two gases were not in a steady s
Because their blood:air partition coefficient is 3–5 tim
larger than methyl alcohol which only just reached
steady-state plateau within 10 min, these gases may h
needed to be inhaled for a few more minutes in order
reach a steady state. Additionally, the lung volume
each subject was not reported by Kumagai but may
important for predicting the exchange of these gas
Hlastala19 has hypothesized that the lung volume of
subject may affect the exhaled concentrations of solu
gases that exchange solely in the airways. Even w
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1414 ANDERSON et al.
these concerns, it is important to remember that
model was able to accurately predict the exchange
gases with 90,lb:a,2709. This validation positioned
the model to make accurate predictions of gas excha
location ~airway versus alveolar! within the lung.

Diffusing Capacity

Airway gas exchange has been shown to be depen
on the molecular diffusion of soluble gas through t
airway tissue.13,40 This diffusion dependence is best u
derstood by examining the diffusing capacity of the a
way tissue,DL :

DL5
DtFcAs

, t
.

This diffusing capacity is a function of the molecul
diffusion coefficient through tissue,Dt , the surface area
for diffusion between the capillary and tissue which
represented by the capillary area fraction,Fc , multiplied
by the airway surface area,As , and divided by the con-
nective tissue thickness,, t . In previous model studies o
airway gas exchange, the diffusing capacity was inco
pletely specified. One goal of the current study was
accurately specify the tissue diffusing capacity and
corporate it into our model of airway gas exchange.

One factor, the molecular diffusion coefficient, d
scribes how easily a molecule can diffuse through
medium. The larger the coefficient the faster a molec
can travel through the medium. Because of the hete
geneous structure of tissue, many small molecules h
lower diffusion coefficients in tissue relative to wate
The diffusion coefficient of ethanol in the respirato
tissue was measured and found to be 33% of its valu
water.12 As a result, the diffusion coefficient for ethan
is fairly well quantified.

Values for the other two factors, the capillary surfa
area,FcAs , and connective tissue thickness,, t , were
unknown. Recently, these values were measured in sh
by Andersonet al.3 Since As can be calculated easily
only the capillary area fraction,Fc , needed to be deter
mined. The capillary area fraction was found to be ind
pendent of airway diameter and equal to 0.58. Howev
only half of that, 0.29, participates in exchange with t
airway lumen. The connective tissue thickness,, t , was
measured, scaled to simulate human airways, and
found to range from 160mm in the trachea to 30mm in
the bronchioles. Accurately specifying the diffusing c
pacity is an important reason why the model was able
accurately predict the experimental data using reali
values ofQ̇br .
e

t

p

s

Adventitial Layer

A major improvement to the current model was t
inclusion of experimental measurements on the airw
wall and bronchial circulation. These measurements
lowed the addition of an adventitial layer and an adjac
pulmonary layer to the model. However, we felt the
layers should not be included at every airway generat
for the following reasons.

In the extrapulmonary airways~mouth to second gen
eration!, the adventitial and pulmonary layers were n
included because anatomical measurements and ph
ological data for analogous structures in the extrapulm
nary airways were unavailable. For the current mo
and study, the extrapulmonary airways play a signific
role in the exchange of energy and water@Figs. 3~b! and
3~c!#. We feel the essence of this exchange has b
captured by the current model without the inclusion
these adventitial and pulmonary layers:~1! our axial dis-
tributions of energy and water transport during a p
longed exhalation@Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!# compare nicely
with a similar model of airway exchange;6 ~2! the mean
end-exhaled temperature for our model simulatio
(35.6 °C) is very similar to that measured under simi
conditions (34.6 °C);25 and ~3! the current model accu
rately predicts the exchange of ethanol which has
blood and water solubility that is strongly dependent
temperature.24

For airways beyond the second generation~intraparen-
chymal airways!, the adventitial and pulmonary layer
were included. For airway generations three through t
cartilage is present in the adventitial layer.20 Gerde
et al.15 in their model of toxicant absorption by the ai
way wall assumed the cartilage was an impermea
barrier to gas transport. As a result, we assumed
cartilage in this layer presented a significant barrier
soluble gas transport. Data on the diffusivity of solub
gas through cartilage were unavailable. Consequently,
assumed that the molecular diffusivity of soluble g
through the adventitial layer to be 10% of the molecu
diffusivity through the connective tissue~i.e., ;3% of
the molecular diffusion coefficient of soluble gas throu
water!. Without this assumption, the model overpredict
the ethanol expirograms of subjects 1 and 2. Since
tilage is assumed to be a major barrier to the diffusion
soluble gas from the pulmonary layer to the airway
men in the current model, the major function of th
adventitial and pulmonary layers in airway generatio
three through ten for this model is thermoregulatio
Figures 3~b! and 3~c! show that these airway generation
participate significantly in the exchange of energy a
water which is a result of the pulmonary layer’s partic
pation in energy exchange. This finding that the pulm
nary circulation participates in airway energy exchan
reinforces an experimental investigation demonstrat
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1415Gas Exchange in the Airways and Alveoli
the prominent role of the pulmonary circulation in th
thermoregulation of the airways.38

For airway generations greater than ten, the adve
tial and pulmonary layers were included without a
deviation from that presented in the model descript
and shown in Fig. 1. Here, the alveoli lie in close pro
imity to the intraparenchymal airways. These layers p
ticipate mostly in soluble gas exchange with the bro
chial circulation or connective tissue as the inspired ai
completely heated and humidified by the time it reach
these airways.

Solubility Dependence on Temperature

We know thatlb:a of a soluble gas is the most im
portant factor for determining the location of pulmona
gas exchange. However,lb:a depends strongly on tem
perature~Table 2! which can range from 23 °C in th
mouth to 37 °C in the alveoli. Over this range, th
blood–air partition coefficient can vary considerably. F
example, ethanol’s temperature coefficient forlb:a is
26.7%/°C.24 As a result,lb:a for ethanol at the mouth
(T523 °C) can be 150% larger thanlb:a for ethanol in
the alveoli (T537 °C). The dependence oflb:a on tem-
perature primarily affects soluble gas exchange that ta
place in the same airways that heat and humidify
spired air. In these airways, a large axial temperat
gradient is present that will change the value oflb:a .
When breathing room air at rest, this dependency w
most likely only affect soluble gases withlb:a.800 like
ethanol that primarily exchange in the first ten airwa
generations. However, during exercise or breathing co
dry air, a greater number of airway generations part
pate in heating and humidifying inspired air. As a resu
the exchange of soluble gases with much sma
lb:a(T537 °C) values than isopropanol will be signifi
cantly influenced by the axial temperature gradient.
account for this temperature effect on airway gas
change, the current model of pulmonary gas excha
includes a description of energy exchange which, in tu
places the model in a strong position to study the effe
of inspired air conditions and exercise on pulmonary g
exchange.

Location of Gas Exchange

Figure 6~a! shows that the model predicted expir
grams of some low blood-soluble gases (lb:a,15) have
a phase I volume that is;20% of the expired volume, a
slightly positive phase III slope, andEend that increases
as blood solubility increases. These trends can be
dicted from classical respiratory physiology becau
these gases exchange solely in the alveoli and do
interact with the airways. On exhalation, air in the re
piratory tract does not contain soluble gas and leaves
lung before the alveolar air. This volume of nonexchan
s

-

t

ing air is represented by phase I on the expirogra
Here, the concentration of soluble gas is zero in the fi
;20% of the expirate. In addition to phase I, the pha
III slope of a low blood-soluble gas is thought to resu
from ventilation/volume effects, a longitudinal stratifica
tion of soluble gas in the alveolar region, and continui
gas exchange.37 Because the model has a symmetric
airway structure and the alveolar space is modeled a
well-mixed compartment, the small positive phase
slope for these gases as predicted by the model m
result from continuing gas exchange, the transport
soluble gas from the pulmonary blood into the contra
ing alveolar compartment. At the end of phase III isEend

which increases as blood solubility increases.Eend is
representative of the alveolar gas concentration and
such, this trend can be predicted by the alveolar
exchange kernel developed by Farhi10 @E5lb:a /(lb:a

1V̇A /Q̇p)#.
Before examining the model predicted expirograms

the high blood-soluble gases (15.lb:a.2700) that pri-
marily exchange with the airways@Fig. 6~b!#, it is help-
ful to briefly describe the mechanisms of airway g
exchange. As fresh air is inspired, this air abso
soluble gas from the mucous layer thereby depleting
soluble gas concentration in the airway wall. Because
small bronchial blood flow and the significant tissue b
rier between the bronchial circulation and mucus lay
the mucus is not replenished with soluble gas bef
expiration begins. During expiration, the air encounter
lower concentration of soluble gas in the mucus a
therefore a larger driving force for the redeposition
soluble gas on the mucus. This large air-to-mucus gra
ent promotes recovery of soluble gas by the muco
layer and delays the rise in soluble gas concentration
the mouth, thus accounting for the steep phase III slo
These absorption–desorption phenomena decrease
amount of soluble gas leaving the lung late in exhalat
and is the major mechanism of pulmonary gas excha
when lb:a.100.

Examining the expirograms from Fig. 6~b!, the model
predicts the following for these high blood-soluble gas
the phase I volume decreases with increases inlb:a , the
phase III slope is strongly positive, andEend decreases as
blood solubility increases. First, the air in the conducti
airways contains soluble gas and thus the airways
considered part of the exchange space. As a result,
volume of nonexchanging air~phase I! which originates
in the airways is less than that for gases withlb:a

,15. As blood-solubility increases, the phase I volum
decreases because more proximal airways participate
larger portion of gas exchange. This result is nicely de
onstrated in Fig. 5 where the axial distribution of g
exchange moves towards the proximal airways aslb:a

increases from cyclopropane to acetone. In addition
this model prediction, experimental observations ha
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1416 ANDERSON et al.
reported that these soluble gases appear in the exp
earlier than gases of low-blood solubility.13,36 Second,
the positive phase III slope of these gases reflects
temporal exchange mechanism described above and
Georgeet al.13 The model predicts the phase III slop
decreases for gases withlb:a;800 ~isopropanol! and
larger. This result coincides with the appearance o
large soluble gas flux in the trachea@compare Fig. 3~a! to
5~c!# and might simply imply that the phase III slop
decreases as the majority of gas exchange occurs in
more proximal airways. Third, the model predictsEend of
these gases to be inversely proportional to the blo
solubility. This trend is caused by the absorption
desorption phenomena which decrease the amoun
soluble gas leaving the lung late in exhalation and cau
the end-exhaled concentration of soluble gas to be
than its alveolar concentration. This finding was su
gested by Schrikkeret al.35

Intermediate Soluble Gas Exchange

Figure 4 shows that soluble gases with 10,lb:a

,100 exchange partially with the airways and partia
with the alveoli. The gases that lie within these tw
extremes, the intermediate soluble gases, are encoun
daily and monitored as a result of their importance in
biological, medical and occupational venues. Tolue
diethyl ether, and methyl isobutyl ketone are all solve
but are also used as a gasoline component, anesth
and lacquer, respectively. Because these intermed
soluble gases interact with both the airways and alve
the exchange of these intermediate soluble gases is li
dependent on both alveolar and airway gas excha
mechanisms: alveolar ventilation, pulmonary perfusi
bronchial perfusion, and the diffusing capacity of t
airway tissue. The influence of these factors on interm
diate soluble gas exchange may vary depending on
spatial heterogeneity of these factors within a subject
the temperature and water concentration of the insp
air. Consequently, we may have to reevaluate how
exchange of these gases are interpreted. In particular
multiple inert gas elimination technique relies on dieth
ether to quantify heterogeneity of alveolar ventilati
and perfusion.46 This measure of heterogeneity may
affected by changes in airway tissue thickness, bronc
blood flow, or inspired air conditions—factors that im
pact airway gas exchange. Conversely, an understan
of the exchange of these gases in normal subjects
conjunction with our current knowledge of low and hig
soluble gas exchange should provide new insights
secondary factors that determine pulmonary gas
change. Perhaps such new information on intermed
soluble gas exchange will lead to tests that focus
these gases to more accurately predict the exchange
ficiency and health of the airways and alveoli.
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CONCLUSIONS

A mathematical model of heat, water, and soluble g
exchange in the airways was improved by incorporat
anatomical data on the airway wall and expanding
model to include a time varying alveolar compartme
The model was tested using experimental ethanol exp
grams and the uptake of seven soluble gases from hu
subjects. To accurately predict these data, the mode
quired a bronchial blood flow that is similar to the e
perimentally measured values of bronchial blood flow
humans. The model was used to predict gas excha
location in the lung~airways versus alveoli! and found
that gases with a blood:air partition coefficient,lb:a ,
less than 10 exchange almost solely in the alveoli a
gases withlb:a.100 exchange almost exclusively in th
airways. Gases withlb:a between 10 and 100 have sig
nificant interaction with the airways and alveoli. Man
more soluble gases than previously thought excha
primarily in the airways. The exchange of these ga
may be affected by inspired air conditions and bronch
blood flow. The exchange of soluble gases that inter
with both the airways and alveoli will be affected t
varying degrees by all pulmonary gas exchange mec
nisms. In general, these results suggest that the airw
play a larger role in pulmonary gas exchange than p
viously assumed and we may need to reevaluate
implications of pulmonary tests employing soluble gas
with lb:a.10.
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APPENDIX

The equations describing the transport of mass
energy in each radial compartment are briefly describ
and presented below. Derivation of the equations are
presented as the methodology is similar to the con
volume approach used by Tsuet al.42 For each compart-
ment, the volume is assumed to be constant with
exception of the mucous layer. The gas in the airw
lumen is assumed to behave like an ideal gas so
Cg5Pt /(RTABS) wherePt is the total pressure,R is the
gas constant, andTABS is the airway temperature in
Kelvin (5Ta1273.15). The total molar concentration
C, in each radial compartment is assumed to be equa
that of water and can be expressed asC5r/Mw where
gr is the density of water andMw is the molecular
weight of water. The molar concentration of soluble g
in each radial layer is expressed as the mole fracti
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1417Gas Exchange in the Airways and Alveoli
X5Ca /C. The mole fraction between radial compa
ments can be related using a partition coefficient, e
Xt5l t:mXm .

Airway Lumen

Material Balance. The molar balance of a speciesi ,
either soluble gas or water, for a control volume~C.V.!
in the airway lumen was described by Tsuet al.42 A term
has been added to account for axial diffusion in t
airway. Equation~A1! shows the accumulation of mas
in the airway lumen to be equal to the convection
mass by ventilation, axial diffusion of mass, and mo
evaporation of species i from the mucosal surface:

]

]t
~ntotYi !U

C.V.

52V̇
]

]z
~CgYi !U

Dz

Dz

1
]

]z S ADa,i

]~CgYi !

]z D U
Dz

Dz1ṅi .

~A1!

The molar evaporation rate of speciesi can be ex-
pressed in terms of a local mass transfer coefficient
the mole fraction difference:

ṅi5Asky,i@Ywall,i2Yi #. ~A2!

Substituting Eq.~A2! into ~A1! and assumingntot and
Cg have ideal gas behavior, the governing equation
be written for gas speciesi @i.e., water~subscriptw) or
soluble gas~subscripta)#:

]Yi

]t
5S Yi

TABS
D ]Ta

]t
2S 4V̇

pd2D ]Yi

]z
1S 4V̇Yi

pd2TABS
D ]Ta

]z

1S 4RTABS

dPt
D ky,i@Ywall,i2Yi #1Daxial,i , ~A3!

where

Daxial,i5Da,iF]2Yi

]z2 2
2

TABS

]Yi

]z

]Ta

]z
1

2Yi

TABS
2 S ]Ta

]z D 2

2
Yi

TABS

]2Ta

]z2 G .
Energy Balance. The accumulation of energy in th
control volume is equal to the convection of energy
ventilation, conduction of energy from the mucus~i.e.,
sensible heating! and transportation of energy associat
with water vaporization/condensation~i.e., latent heating!
and was initially described by Tsuet al.:42

]Etot

]t U
C.V.

52
]~ ṅH̄g!

]z
U

Dz

Dz1Q̇sens1(
i 51

2

ṅi H̄ i
g .

~A4!

After simplification and substitution of Eq.~A3! into
Eq. ~A4!, the governing equation is similar to that by Ts
et al.42 with an additional term (Daxial,i) resulting from
axial diffusion of soluble gas and water:

]Ta

]t
52

4V̇

pd2

]Ta

]z
1

4RTABS

dPt
h~Tm2Ta!

273.15

TABS
C̄p,da

g 1(
i 51

2

YiDC̄p,i
g

2

(
i 51

2

Daxial,i~DC̄p,i
g Ta1DH̄ i

vap!

273.15

TABS
C̄p,da

g 1(
i 51

2

YiDC̄p,i
g

1

4RTABS

dPt
(
i 51

2

~C̄p,da
g Ta2C̄p,i

, Tm!ky,i~Ywall,i2Yi !

273.15

TABS
C̄p,da

g 1(
i 51

2

YiDC̄p,i
g

,

~A5!

where

DC̄p,a
g 5C̄p,a

g 2C̄p,da
g , DC̄p,w

g 5C̄p,w
g 2C̄p,da

g

and

DH̄a
vap5H̄a

vap2H̄da
vap, DH̄w

vap5H̄w
vap2H̄da

vap.

Mucus

Thickness of Layer.The governing equation for the
thickness of the mucous layer is the same as the
derived by Tsuet al.42 The thickness of the mucous laye
is assumed to be independent of airway curvature. T
mucous layer thickness is decreased by evaporation
liquid but a minimum thickness is maintained by sec
tion of fluid from the bronchial bed into the layer via th
connective tissue. The general equation describing th
ness of the mucous layer can be written
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1418 ANDERSON et al.
AsC
],m

]t
5As~Ṡ2ky,a@Ywall,a2Ya#2ky,w@Ywall,w2Yw# !.

~A6!

This general equation is subject to two conditions t
depend on the thickness of the mucous layer. These
ditions result in the following two specific solutions use
in the mathematical model.

When the mucous layer thickness is less than a m
mum thickness,,m,,m,min , the secretion rate is equal t
the evaporation rate of liquid from the mucus to t
lumen and the change in mucous layer per time can
written

],m

]t
50. ~A7!

When the mucous layer thickness is greater tha
minimum thickness,,m.,m,min , the secretion rate is
equal to zero and the change in mucous layer per t
can be written

],m

]t
52

1

C
~ky,a@Ywall,a2Ya#1ky,w@Ywall,w2Yw# !.

~A8!

Material Balance. The accumulation of mass in the mu
cous layer is equal to the diffusion of mass to the la
from the connective tissue, and transfer of mass from
layer to the airway lumen. When the mucous layer thic
ness falls below a minimum thickness, fluid is secre
from the bronchial bed into the layer via the connect
tissue to maintain a minimum mucous thickness.

]Xm

]t
5

Dm

1
2~,m1, t!,m

S Xt

l t:m
2XmD

2
1

C,m
S Xj

l j :m
ky,w@Ywall,w2Yw#

2S 12
Xj

l j :m
D ky,a@Ywall,a2Ya# D , ~A9!

where j 5mucous layer (m) when Ṡ50 ~i.e., ,m

.,m,min) and j 5tissue layer (t) when Ṡ.0 ~i.e., ,m

,,m,min).

Energy Balance. The accumulation of energy in the mu
cous layer is equal to the energy change associated
the changing mucous thickness, the conduction of ene
to the layer from the connective tissue, transport of
ergy to the lumen resulting from convective and cond
tive effects, transport of energy associated with flu
-

h

secretion from the connective tissue, and energy tra
port resulting from evaporation and condensation of w
ter and soluble gas:

]Tm

]t
52

Tm

,m

],m

]t
1

kth

CC̄p,w
, ,m

1
2~,m1, t!

~Tt2Tm!

2
h

CC̄p,w
, ,m

~Tm2T!2
ṠCp,tTt

CC̄p,w
, ,m

2
1

CC̄p,w
, ,m

3(
i 51

2

~DHi
vap2C̄p,i

, Tm1C̄p,i
g Ta!ky,i~Ywall,i2Yi !.

~A10!

Connective Tissue Layer

Material and Energy Balances.The accumulation of
mass/energy in the connective tissue is equal to the
fusion of mass/energy to the layer from the adventit
layer and bronchial bed, diffusion of mass/energy fro
the layer to the mucous layer, and mass/energy trans
via secretion of fluid into and out of the layer from th
bronchial bed and to the mucous layer, respectively.

]Xt

]t
5

~12Fc!Dt

1
2~,ad1, t!, t

~Xad2Xt!1
FcDt

1
2, t

2 S Xc

lb:t
2XtD

2
Dm

1
2~,m1, t!, t

~Xt2Xml t:m!

1
Ṡ

, tC
S Xc

lb:t
2XtD , ~A11!

]Tt

]t
5

kth

1
2CC̄p,t

, , t

F ~12Fc!~Tad2Tt!

~,ad1, t!
1

Fc~Tc2Tt!

, t

2
~Tt2Tm!

~,m1, t!
G1

Ṡ

CC̄p,t
, , t

~Cp,bTc2Cp,tTt!.

~A12!

Bronchial Bed

Material Balance. The mass balance describing solub
gas accumulation in the bronchial bed is similar to th
derived by Buiet al.6 The accumulation of material in
the bronchial bed is equal to the convection of mass
bronchial perfusion, diffusion of material into and out
the layer from the adventitia and to the connective t
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1419Gas Exchange in the Airways and Alveoli
sue, respectively, and transport of material via secre
to the connective tissue layer. A general material bala
can be written

]~vcCXc!

]t
5q̇brCXa2~ q̇br2ṠAs!CXc2ṠAsCXc

1
AsFcCDt

1
2,ad

~Xadlb:t2Xc!

2
AsFcCDt

1
2, t

~Xc2Xtlb:t!. ~A13!

After simplification, the final form of the equation is

]Xc

]t
5

q̇br

vc
~Xa2Xc!1

DtAsFc

1
2,advc

~Xadlb:t2Xc!

2
DtAsFc

1
2, tvc

~Xc2Xtlb:t!. ~A14!

Energy Balance. The governing equation for the energ
balance in the bronchial bed can be derived the sa
way as the material balance and may be written as
lows:

]Tc

]t
5

q̇br

vc

~Tb2Tc!1
kthAsFc

1
2vcCC̄p,b

,

3F ~Tad2Tc!

,ad

2
~Tc2Tt!

, t
G . ~A15!

Adventitial Layer

Material and Energy Balances.The accumulation of
mass/energy in the adventitial layer is equal to the d
fusion of mass/energy into the layer from the pulmona
bed, and from the layer to the connective tissue a
bronchial bed via diffusion. These equations can be w
ten as:

]Xad

]t
5

DtAs

1
2,advad

S Xp1Xc

2lb:t
2XadD

2
DtAsFc

1
2,advad

S Xad2
Xc

lb:t
D

2
DtAs~12Fc!
1
2~,ad1, t!vad

~Xad2Xt!, ~A16!
]Tad

]t
5

kthAs

1
2CC̄p,ad

, vad

F ~Tbody2Tad!

,ad

2
Fc~Tad2Tc!

,ad

2
~12Fc!~Tad2Tt!

~,ad1, t!
G . ~A17!

Alveolar Compartment

The alveolar gas and pulmonary blood spaces are
sumed to be separate, well mixed, and without a dif
sion barrier between the spaces. On inspiration, the m
fraction of soluble gas entering the alveolar space,YA,I ,
is equal to theYa leaving the 18th generation. On exp
ration, the mole fraction of soluble gas leaving the
veolar space,YA , is the boundary condition for the 18t
generation. The mole fraction of soluble gas leaving
blood compartment is assumed to be in equilibrium w
the soluble gas mole fraction in the gas space. Throu
out the breathing cycle, the alveolar air is assumed to
fully saturated with water and to have a temperatu
equal to the mean body core temperature, 37 °C. T
final form of the equation describing conservation
soluble gas in the alveolar compartment can be writ
for both inspiration @Eq. ~A18!# and expiration @Eq.
~A19!#:

dYA

dt
5

dVA /dt

~lb:aVp1VA!
F ~YA,I2YA!1

Q̇plb:a

dVA /dt
~Yv2YA!G ,

~A18!

dYA

dt
5

dVA /dt

~lb:aVp1VA!
F Q̇plb:a

dVA /dt
~Yv2YA!G , ~A19!

where

Yv5
RT

Pt

r

MWw

Xv

lb:a
.

NOMENCLATURE

A cross-sectional area of the airway lumen (cm2)
As airway surface area5pdDz(cm2)
C molar concentration of airway wall~properties of

water, assumed! (mol cm23)
Ca molar concentration of soluble gas (mol cm23)
Cg molar concentration of airway lumen~properties

of ideal gas, assumed! (mol cm23)
C̄p,a

g average volumetric heat capacity of soluble g
in the vapor phase (J mol21 °C21)

C̄p,da
g average volumetric heat capacity of dry a

(J mol21 °C21)
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1420 ANDERSON et al.
C̄p,w
g average volumetric heat capacity of water vap

(J mol21 °C21)

C̄p,a
, average volumetric heat capacity of soluble g

in the liquid phase (J mol21 °C21)

C̄p,ad
, average volumetric heat capacity of adventit

tissue (J mol21 °C21)

C̄p,b
, average volumetric heat capacity of bloo

(J mol21 °C21)

C̄p,m
, average volumetric heat capacity of mucous la

(J mol21 °C21)

C̄p,t
, average volumetric heat capacity of connect

tissue (J mol21 °C21)

C̄p,w
, average volumetric heat capacity of wat

(J mol21 °C21)

DC̄p,a
g C̄p,a

g 2C̄p,da
g (J mol21 °C21)

DC̄p,w
g C̄p,w

g 2C̄p,da
g (J mol21 °C21)

d airway diameter~cm!
Da,i molecular diffusion coefficient of gas species,i ,

through air (cm2 s21)
DL diffusing capacity of the airway tissue (cm3 s21)
Dm molecular diffusion coefficient of soluble ga

through mucus (cm2 s21)
Dt molecular diffusion coefficient of soluble ga

through tissue (cm2 s21)
F weighting factor that describes the axial depe

dence of bronchial blood flow~Ref. 5!
FRC functional residual capacity (cm3)
Fc capillary area fraction, ratio of surface area p

ticipating in exchange between the bronchial ca
illary and airway

g generation number
h heat transfer coefficient between the mucus a

airway lumen (J s21 °C21 cm22)

H̄a
vap latent heat of vaporization of a soluble g

(J mol21)

H̄da
vap latent heat of vaporization for dry air (J mol21)

H̄w
vap latent heat of vaporization for water (J mol21)

DH̄a
vap H̄a

vap2H̄da
vap (J mol21)

DH̄w
vap H̄w

vap2H̄da
vap (J mol21)

i number of control volumes in a compartmentn
I total number of control volumes
j exp molar flux of soluble gas into the airway lume

within an airway generation during expiratio
(mol breath21)

j insp molar flux of soluble gas into the mucous lay
within an airway generation during inspiratio
(mol breath21)

ky,a local mass transfer coefficient for soluble g
~mol soluble gas s21 cm22)

ky,i local mass transfer coefficient for speciesi
~mol i s21 cm22)
ky,w local mass transfer coefficient for wate
(mol water s21 cm22)

kth thermal conductivity of tissue (J cm21 s21 °C21)
,ad adventitial layer thickness~cm!
,m mucous layer thickness~cm!
, t connective layer thickness~i.e., distance from the

bronchial capillary to the airway lumen! ~cm!
lb:a blood:air partition coefficient
lb:t blood:tissue partition coefficient
lm:a mucus:air partition coefficient
l t:m tissue:mucus partition coefficient
Mw molecular weight of water (g mol21)
n compartment number
ntot total number of moles in the airway lumen~mol!
ṅi molar evaporation rate of speciesi from the mu-

cus to airway lumen (mol s21)
N total number of compartments
Pt total ambient pressure~mmHg!

q̄̇br mean blood flow per unit volume of tissu
(ml blood s21 ml tissue21)

q̇br airway blood flow within a control volume
(ml s21)

Q̇br total airway blood flow (ml s21)

Q̇p pulmonary blood flow (ml s21)
R universal gas constant

(62 360 mmHg cm3 mol21 K21)
r density of water (g cm23)

Ṡ total flux of fluid via secretion (mol s21 cm22)
t time ~s!
Ta temperature of the airway lumen (°C)
Tad temperature of the adventitial layer (°C)
TABS absolute temperature of the airway lumen~K!
Tb Body temperature (37 °C)
Tc temperature of blood leaving the bronchial cap

lary bed (°C)
Tm temperature of the mucous layer (°C)
Tt temperature of the tissue layer (°C)
TLC total lung capacity (cm3)
vad adventitial tissue layer volume (cm3)
vc bronchial capillary volume (cm3)
v t volume of tissue surrounding an airway from lu

men to alveolar-adventitial boundary of thickne
Dz (cm3)

VC vital capacity (cm3)
Vee lung volume at end expiration (cm3)
Vei lung volume at end inspiration (cm3)
VA alveolar gas volume (cm3)
Vp pulmonary blood volume (cm3)
Vt total volume of airway tissue (cm3)

V̇ volumetric flow rate of air (cm3 s21)

V̇A alveolar ventilation (cm3 s21)

V̇exp volumetric flow rate of air during expiration
(cm3 s21)
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1421Gas Exchange in the Airways and Alveoli
V̇insp volumetric flow rate of air during inspiration
(cm3 s21)

Xa mole fraction of soluble gas in the system
blood

Xad mole fraction of soluble gas in the adventiti
layer

Xc mole fraction of soluble gas leaving the bronch
bed

Xm mole fraction of soluble gas in the mucous lay
Xpb mole fraction of soluble gas in the pulmona

bed layer,5(Xa1Xv)/2
Xt mole fraction of soluble gas in the connectiv

tissue
Xv mole fraction of soluble gas in the venous blo
Ya mole fraction of soluble gas in the airway lume
YA mole fraction of soluble gas in the alveolar g

space
YA,I mole fraction of soluble gas entering the alveo

gas space from generation 18
Yv mole fraction of soluble gas in air that is i

equilibrium with Xv
Yw mole fraction of water in the airway lumen
Ywall,a mole fraction of soluble gas at the air–muc

interface
Ywall,w mole fraction of water at the air–mucus interfa
z axial direction~cm!
Dz control volume length~cm!
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